New England Authority Says Budgets Must Be Upped

HERE'S a blunt and valuable close-up on conditions that prevail at many clubs, although the report was made especially on the New England sector and by a competent authority, Guy C. West, editor of the Newsletter, excellent bulletin issued by the Greenkeepers Club of New England.

West pulls no punches. Golf club operation is a business with him and the men with whom he has discussed the situation before arriving at his conclusions.

I believe (says West) that golf is in far better position now than it was a year ago. Practically all courses around here are reporting more play this season. I have talked with at least a dozen public course owners and they all report much better business this year. I have noticed that comparatively few courses have not let down their former bars to attract new members. There still is some "small" stuff being pulled by various clubs to get members away from other clubs.

Bad effects that the depression budgets have left on many courses are both direct and indirect: direct in that there are still many courses which need new equipment, having used the old too long. (Much of the equipment in use is usable, but inefficient in the light of modern course equipment). The biggest indirect result of depression budgets is that it is going to be more than difficult to convince green-committees and club members that the old-time budgets weren't wasted money. I honestly think that greenkeepers have done too good a job with the little money they have had these past few years, and with the change in membership at many clubs now, a type that doesn't know the finer points of the best maintenance, greenkeepers are going to have a real task in getting increases in budgets and their salaries. This is a serious result of decreased budgets.

Not Many Budgets Are Adequately Large

I know of but few courses that have adequate budgets at present for first-class maintenance. Most course budgets are off at least a third, and many even more.

Perhaps the best work the greenkeepers of this section have done in the past year was in making their greens in general better than they were formerly, in spite of low budgets. This is largely due to the increased use of velvet bent on many courses, notably the No. 14276 strain. We have had some fine greens around here this year. I think the best set of nine velvet bent greens that I ever saw were those at Oak Hill CC. Fitchburg, Mass., this year, and certainly as fine stolon greens were at Waterbury (Conn.) CC. Many other courses have had fine greens in spite of the depression.

We'll Have to Pay for Past Budget Paring

On some courses, budgets have been cut so far that new construction will be needed before fine maintenance will be possible. I know of one fine championship layout not far away that will almost need re-building, or at least resodding, so bad are the greens. The Newport CC is spending several thousand dollars on weed control of fairways fertilization (60 tons of Milorganite), and in changing their bunkers for cheaper maintenance in the future.

There are a good many fairways that will need renovation because of scarcity of fertilizer these last few years.

The greenkeeper and green-committee can work better together for the good of the club by real cooperation. They should meet together often. The greenkeeper

Where Shortsight Defeats Sense

In Budget Planning

Comparing the course maintenance budgets of 15 representative clubs over a five-year period, including two years prior to the depression, brings out the value of a several-year basis of budgeting rather than a year-to-year policy.

If a greenkeeper saves a thousand dollars because of favorable weather conditions one year, careful study probably will reveal that it is better to segregate this amount and credit the greenkeeper with it for use in next year's operations rather than cut the next year's budget by a thousand dollars.

The fact that chairmen and other officials seldom serve more than two-year terms stands in the way of a proper long-term determination of budget requirements.

Accurate weather reports, obtainable from the greenkeepers' log or from weather bureaus, are vital to correct determination of budget needs.

Too often, though, the procedure of the green-committee and the board of governors is to take figures for a season like this one when watering expense has been heavy and decide that next year won't be so dry and so excess of 1936 watering costs may be used for other expenses on 1937 budget. The powers-that-be fail to observe that in many cases increased watering costs are partially offset by lowered costs of mowing and fungicide treatment.